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Chapter 1 5 
VoiP vs GSM Technology: 
The Way of the Future for Communication 
ABSTRACT 
Jkponmwosa Oghogho 
!.andmark L'nivcrsitv. Nigcrw 
Dickinson C. Odikayor 
Landmark University. Nigeria 
Abayomi-Alli Adebayo 
lgbinedion University Okada. Nigeria 
Samuel T. \Vara 
!ghinedinn Unin·rsity Okada. !Vigerio 
This chopter presents ~·E;/?as o disruptive lechnology to GSM technnfog_1· as \l'c/1 os the issues. con-
troFersies, and problems surmunding its deployment. It gin•s o gent'ral introduction oftlze evolution 
o/ communication svsten1s fim11 thE! POTS. /u (}SAf, and IWW ~DEg/m pe1•ur~Kd issues that swTound the 
deployment of Voir such tiS [Jrovision of PSTN equivalent sen ices hy Voir scf'l'i<:c pml'iclers. regula-
tion ofthe service. introduction E~{latency and other counter measures bv some operators. threat posed 
io PSTN providers due to eme1gence ol T-iJ!P. the needfin· technical stundardi:::ation of Vu!P. securill' 
issues, different cost structure, and cjuality ofservh:e pruvided H'<:'re alsu discussed in details Solutions 
and recommendations wei·e suggested to overcome rheclwllenges outlined. Tli)[P is eri!sented us the trul· 
o/the.fillurcj(n' communication T1'hen thisfinallv happens depends 011 how .fits! I he choll<'llges outlined 
in this chapter are addressed Fulurc and ell/crging re.\'Curdltrends in the dep/ovmenl of Vn!P such cts 
locating users in a st!cure a11d reliahle wuy, monitoring IIJ!P 11Cllt'ork.1·. as ll;elf us inrrusion derecriun 
and prevention on SIP tt•ere also considered. alter whic/1. conc/usiun ti'US made This dWjJ/er is hnth 
informative and interesting 
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INTRODUCTION 
A new invention. a 11C\N product and a ne\v tech-
nology are applauded for only as long as it takes a 
newer and better invention. product and technol-
og)r to be developed. Year in and year out. new 
technologies emerge to replace old ones which 
join the queue as history. The plain old Telephone 
system (POTS) or the landline was the main com-
munication system used for cuumllLIIication for 
many years despite its attendant problems. which 
indude: slow growth (especially in underdevel-
oped countries like Nigeria) very long period 
required to design and roll out the Networks. 
very high capital requirements to build Public 
Switching Telephone Networks (PSTNs) and the 
long time required to get meaningful returns on 
investment \vhich is of great concern to investors. 
Due to little or no competition. PU7S continued 
to dominate the comnnmiculion industry until 
the development ofGSM technology. The rate at 
which the mobile phone technology overtook the 
POTS was far more than what the key players in 
the commw1ication industry would have antici-
pated. This marked the beginning or a new era 
that many players in the communication industry 
thought would last for a very long time (Oruame. 
20 I 0). The very fast growth of GSM reclmologr 
has been both phenomenal and unpredictable for 
equipment vendors and investors alike. Unlike 
what was the case for land lines. GSM technology 
showed so fast a growth that it was certain that the 
influence of Iandi inc telephony would continue 
to decline and that the mobile phone would take 
over the communication industry. In Nigeria it 
took just months for this to happen. 
Today. it is interesting to note that Internet 
telephony is already a disruptive technolo:;,'y to 
GSl•,f tcchnolo,r.,')' ~md the POTS variants including 
the land line. in the same way that the mobile was 
a disruptive technology to the landline. The rate 
at which this is happening may not be as fast .as 
how it happened between GSM technology and 
the POTS variants. h is no longer news that the 
-
circuit switch used in GSM technology is pres-
ently being replaced by the packet switch \vhere 
there is no dilTen.:nce between data and voice or 
voice and video but everything is simply a packet 
of data to be decoded into its original form at the 
point oftennination. There is no intemational or 
local traffic. Traffic is traf1ic. Soft switch (packet 
switch) is presently being deployed and voice over 
internet protocol (VoiP) is no longer limited to 
the croaking device being used with a phone jack 
into a Personal Computer (PC). It is now available 
in the same mobile phone being carried around 
and in the stationary phone box in the home or 
otlicc desk with very high voice clarity. Due to 
the emergence of T'IJ!P and the strides being taken 
to improve on the technology that supports it. so 
as to overcome the challenges that are presently 
limiting its use, it is no\v glaring that the reign of 
(j,\,\.fteclmoln,I...'Y based phones \vould end uncer-
emoniously in the not distantjuture. 
Although there is no classitiecl dellnition of 
VoiP, it is a technology that allows you to carry 
voice traffic on a data network. The modem 
technology allows voice networks to carry data 
traHic hence what \.Ve have today is a reversal or 
technology that allows data networks to carry 
voice traffic. Voice. while still a dominant applica-
tion is gradually being supplanted by data. \\'hen 
developing countries like Nigeria are building 
their national technology infrastructure today. 
the dominant consideration will not be to usc it 
to carry voice traffic but to make it data ready as 
this is the way ofthe (ull!re. Voice will only ride 
on this data infra~tructurejustlike e-mail. SMS. 
video etc. 
T'iJfP despite its numerous advantages has a 
number of challenges which has greatly reduced 
its deployment and use by several potential 
subscribers. These problems include: security 
issues. geo-location deficiency. poor reliability 
(poor qual i ly of service), deficiency of hand I ing 
emergency call services. difficulty ofNumbering 
and number portability. littk or no regulutiun 
on tariffs. Cross-border issun etc. Huge invest-
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ments in time. money and resources are being 
deployed to nnd solutions to these problems. so 
that the numerous advantages that Vol P offers can 
be enjoyed without the attendant disadvantages 
presently being experienced. 
Th.is chapter will present broad definitions 
and discussions of several authors on Vol!' as a 
disruptive rechnologv to GS'M fechnology and 
the numerous issues. controversies and problems 
surrounding their views. 
The chapter will also present the Authors 
perspectives on the issues, controversies, prob-
lems etc as they relate to Vo!P being a disruptive 
technology to GSAf technology and the way ofthe 
fitture for conm1unication. Comparative presenta-
tion of \vhat has been. or is currently being done 
will also be presented. 
Solutions and recommendations in dealing with 
the issues, controversies and problems presented 
will be discussed. 
Future and emerging trends on VoiP as a dis-
ruptive technology to the GSA'! technology will 
also be discussed. 
Finally. a summarized discussion of the overall 
coverage ofthe chapter and the cone I udi ng remarks 
will be provided. 
BACKGROUND 
Man's existence cannot be separated from his 
desire to communicate with his fellO\v man. Right 
from the days of the early man he has devised 
means of communicating with others which 
include use oftires. striking of unique sounds. 
placement or amingement of stones etc. The dis-
covery of radio waves and how to transmit and 
receive them positioiled the modern day man on 
a new course ofhow to carry out his communica-
tion business. Tvlan has long taken advantage of 
the discovery that sound travels through solids 
(wires) which has led to the development of the· 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). 
Being able to communicate using the l'ST/1/was 
282 
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a wonder and many players in the communica-
Jiun industry quickly invested in the industry so 
as to reap high returns. l\1any governments such 
as the lJ n ited States of America and Britain also 
supported researches on improving the already 
existing l'S'TN especially during the world wars 
since they needed it to be able to send and receive 
messages to and from their officers and soldiers 
who were difficult to reach with let1ers. 
The growth of the plain old Telephone system 
( P07:)) or the land line was very slow especially 
in underdeveloped countries like Nigeria. It also 
required a very long period to design and roll 
out the Networks as well as a very high capital 
requirement to build Public S\vitched Telephone 
Networks ( l'S'T!Vs). It also had the added disad-
vantage of the long time frame to get meaningful 
returns on investment which is of great concern to 
investors. Due to little or no competition. PUTS 
continued to dominate the conmlunicatiun indus-
try until the development of G5,'A/ teclmologv. 
The rate at which the mobile phone technology 
overtook the POTS was far more than what the 
key players in the communication industry \vould 
have anticipated. This marked the beginning of a 
new era that many play·ers in the communication 
industry thought would last for a very long time 
(Oruame. 201 0). Their assumption must have 
been based on the length of time it took before 
another technology (GSM) could be developed 
that threatened the Plain old telephone system. 
This assumption was however faulted as it did not 
take too long be Core VoiP \Vas developed with its 
many attractive features. 
VolP is a general term referring to the digiti-
zation of an analog voice generated signal. the 
transmission or that signal over any I P network. 
and the transformation back to an analog voice 
signal at the receiving end. (Bhan. 2006). ln Vo!P. 
the circuit svvitch used in CiSM technology based 
telephony is replaced by the packet switch where 
there is no difference between data and voice or 
voice and video but everything Jo; simply a packet 
of data to lx decoded into its original form at the 
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point of termination. !Task Force, 2006). This 
replacement also eliminated the need for the as-
sociated bandwidth used for signalling in PSTNs. 
This is because VolP uses protocol separation for 
signalling and media whereas l'S'TNs uses chan-
nt:l separation for them. What makes f(J/P really 
attractive to customers is the substantial low cos! 
of obtaining the service when compared vvith the 
GSM service. All you really need is a connection 
to the internet and the installation of the necessary 
software to your system. 
Data Transmission via the Internet 
The internet is presently the world's largest 
inf\.1rmation data base. Using your PC or other 
internet ready electronic device and making the 
necessary connection to the internet, you can 
send and receive almost any kind of information 
right from your home or office. Information or 
data can be routed from one computer or other 
electronic devices to another on the l nternet us-
ing network protocols (e.g. Transmission control 
protocol (TCP)/lnternd protocol (l P)). At least one 
unique IP address is assigned to each computer 
or electronic device on the internet to identify it. 
Voice data, data, video and other messages sent 
or received are divided into small chunks known 
as packets. Each of these packets contains both 
the receiver and the ~enders address. Packets are 
sent to u computer that serves as a gate\\ay and 
has some knowledge about a small part of the 
Internet. The gateway fonvards the packet to an 
adjacent gateway after reading the destination ad-
dress. This process is repeated until one gatew·ay 
recognizes the packet as belonging to a computer 
within its immediate domain. That gateway then 
forwards the packet directly to the computer 
whose adclre~s is specified. Padeb can arrive 
in a different orcler than the order in which they 
were sent. This is so because a message is divided 
into a number of packets and each packet can. if 
necessary, be sent via a different route across the 
Internet using the User Datagram Protocol.(lJDP) 
-
so that network nodes can procco-:> them as ordinary 
data packets. Packets use the Real-time Transrer 
Protocol CRTP). RTP has special heuder fields that 
hold data needed to reassemble the packets into 
a continuous voice stream on the recipient's end. 
On the recipient's end, the process is reversed. 
Data is extracted from the RTP and reassembled, 
and another digital-analogue converter transforms 
the packets back into analog sound. The duty of 
the IP is just to deliver them. The Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) then put them back in the 
right order. Figure I shows Voice data processing, 
in a VoiP system. 
What is Vo-IP? 
Voice Over Internet Protocol ( l'!J/P) is the routing 
of voice cmnmunicalions over any kind or digi-
tal, !P-hased network instead of dedicated voice 
transmission lines. voiT' is also called 111/ernet 
telcphonv because it is the technology that makes 
it possible to have a telephone conversation over 
the ln!emel. f,(JIT' eliminates the need for circuit 
switching used in PSTNs and the associated band-
width used ti:Jr signalling because it uses packet 
switching for datu transmission over un lP based 
network. IP packets carrying voice data are sent 
over the network only when data needs to be sent. 
as is the case when a caller is talking. 
VoiP traffic does not necessarily have to 
travel over the pub! ic Internet because it may 
also be deployed on private I P networks. such as 
a company's Intranet or a telecommunications 
carrier's JP network. For individual users, VolP 
can be implemented through an existing broadband 
connection to the intemef such as DSL or cable 
modems. /\ n analog telephone adapter (AT/\) is 
required to connect a telephone to the broadband 
I nternt:t connection. 
VoiP is presently being used by some com-
panies ( Vonage, AT & T Call Vantage etc) to offer 
unlimited calling in the US. to Canada and some 
selected countries in Europe and Asia. all for a 
flat monthly charge. The caller, after subscribing 
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Figure 1. Vi:Jice data processing in u Vn!P Ky~sslem 
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to these companies. can make and receive calls 
from anywhere in the world, at no extra cost us-
ing VolP calls. Calls travel vial P and do not incur· 
charges as they would do over the PSTNs. Al:so. 
since VoiP registered phone number travels with 
the telephone adapter (a virtual phone number). 
it is possible to place and receive calls an_ywhere 
there is access to a broadband connection to the 
Internet. What this means is that a telephone 
number registered in Nigeria can place and re-
ceive calls on that number from anywhere in the 
world as long as there is access to a broadband 
connection to the Internet. 
VOIP Fast Market Growth 
and Investment 
Vol P is seen today as one of the most prom ising 
lP applications working its way into the main· 
stream of our everyday life. It will continue to 
affect the way we do business and communicate 
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in this decade and perhaps decades after. It is a 
technology that stat1ed innocuously towards the 
end of the twentieth century. toc1k on steam in this 
·decade and has threatened the whole commwzico-
tirm industry with its ability to change the pricing 
fundamentals of the industry. It has become such 
;1 disruJJfi\'C /r.'chnologv that it has leveled the 
pl<~ying field between already established carri-
ers who still deploy the circuit switch technology 
and upstarts in the telecommunications industry 
\Vho presently use the packet switch technology. 
While not without problems. VoiP promises a 
more efficient and cos! etfective replacement for 
traditional wire! inc telephony while allowing for 
the possibility of data rich t•nhancements to voice 
UJI711171117 i Cil IiI!//. 
The business environment has changed dra-
matically within the last decade. Globalization and 
market liberalization has changed the way a tirm 
·competes within this business envimnment and 
how the firm interacts both vvith its customers and 
Vo/P vs GSM Technology 
suppliers. Both customers and competition have 
become global. To redqce cost and to ensure easy 
access to customers,pro"duction and sourcing have 
shifted overseas. Technology has also become 
more complex and sophisticated ancl the usc of 
c:nnlmwzic:,,tion networks is widely available at 
mciny parts of the world. More firms than ever 
are using technology for a variety of tasks and 
several options exist fortechnology procurement 
Today the Internet makes it possible for customers 
to have access to a \v·ealth of information about 
products, markets. and a iirm's competition. It is 
now evident that customers have become more 
demanding in terms of price. features provided. 
product quality. delivery. level or service. and 
responsiveness hence many firms have begun to 
form alliances and partnerships to manage their 
supply chain so as to manage customer expecta: 
tions and needs (Mathiyalakan. 2006). 
Firms are looking at many strategic options 
and are exploring the use of Voice over I ntcmet 
ProtOCLll ( h;/ P) as a means to cut costs. to improve 
productivity. and the firm's strategic position. The 
Vo!P industry is in an active growth state, with 
firms valued at mnlti.,.billion dollar levels and a 
hostofteclmology companies struggling for posi-
tions in the growingmarket ofVoiP applications 
and carriers. 
Bank lYt" America is deploying more than 
180,000 Cisco Vo!P phones across its branches, 
Boeing has annomiced plans to equip its 150.000 
workers with Vo!P. Ford has a deal with SBC .to 
deploy 50,000 Vo!P phones, Vonage has nearly 
600,000 customers and new subscribers at the rate 
of 15,000 per week and BT, the major telecom-
munications player in tJK has announced that it 
plans to convert its infrastructure to VolP by 2009 
(Mathiyalakan. 2006). 
Many consumers prefer to use I (J!P because 
of its low cost and improved data features. Rapid 
growth is being experienced today in the market 
forVoiP. Skype. the world's largest T/cJ/!'provider 
which was recently purchased by eBay for about 
$2.3 Bill ion. reports to have over :56 million users 
worldwide and a current growth rate of 150.000 
plus users per day. The Yankee is the number one 
VolP provider in North /\merica. Other major 
Vol f' providers are Vonage. Primus and AT&T 
Ca11Vanlagc. 
Residential phone service is leading this strong 
growth trend, with rapid adoption in the United 
States of America, Japan and Western Europe. In 
addition to growing adoption in residential mar-
kets. the business sector is beginning to accept VolT' 
as an alternative lo trnditional telecom solutions. 
More corporations arc turning to VoiP as their 
voice technology of choice. A Network. General 
Corporation survey or network IT personnel cited 
Vo!P as the most impottant net\vork initiative in 
lhe near}i!ture. However, growth in this area is 
being limited due to VolT' issues of security and 
reliability. but as these problems arc addressed, it 
i~ expected that the business sector will willingly 
adopt Vol Ptechnolog.y Cl ask Force. 2006). Jupiter 
Research. gave a projection in the year 2004 that 
over 20.4 million US households will subscribe 
to a VoiP based broadband telephony service by 
2011. This is a remarkable 17-fold increase from 
the 1.2 million subscribers in 2004. 
For a thi rei \\orld country I ike Nigeria. cheaper 
,·omnum i ca/1 on\\' i thin the co u nl ry and outside 1 sa 
strong t~htor in growing our economy to catch up 
with the ,:est of the world. This will give Nigeria 
and other developing countries a comparative 
advantage in global competitive trade collabora-
tions. It is therefore very clear that VoiP gives 
the developing nations of the world a chance 
to key into the current technology that is being 
implemented \\Orldwide \vithout going through 
the long transition experienced in the developed 
world with their very developed and existing 
TOM infrastructure. 
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Issues, Controversies, and 
Problems on Deployment of VoiP 
T n deploying v(;/P over the lntemet, various issues. 
controversies and problem~ have been recognised. 
They i~1clude (WGlG. 2011 ): 
l. Provision of PSTN equivalent serviCes 
by VoiP service providers: l11e need for 
Vol? operators and service providers to· 
provide PSTN eq.uivalent services such as 
emergency dialling. ring tones. lawful inter-
cept. numbering and number portability etc 
is one of the issues that must be addressed 
if Vol P lllllst be accepted as the technology 
for communication in thejillure. 
2. Regulation issues: The debate of whether 
Vo!P, as a telephony service. should be 
subject to. the same. or similar. nationa·l and 
international regu/,Jtion as the I'STN is also a 
major issue being considered. Some national 
monopolies and/or national regulators take 
legal, regulatory, and/or technical steps to 
prohibit VoiP. primarily because of concern 
over potential loss of revenue coming ti·om 
PSTN international calls. 
3. Intt·oduction oflatency and other counter 
measures b)· som c opera tors: Some opera-
tors introduce latency and other countermea-
sures into their Vo/P traffic tlows so as to 
reduce the level of service quality available 
to users who try to use the best effo11 VoiP. 
which generally incurs no expense above 
normallnternet connections charges. These 
operators have a corporate pol icy of attempt-
ing to prevent any TrJ!P service for which 
they cannot charge. 
4. Threat posed to PSTN pt·ovidet·s due to 
emergence of VoiP: The threat posed. to 
traditional PSTN service providers due to 
emergence ofVolP because voice revenues. 
are still the main source of income for these 
traditional network providers is also an issue 
to be considered. 
286 
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5. The need for technical standardization of 
VoiP: The need for technical standardization 
to ensure Sll1t)Oth interconnection between 
Vo/P net\·vork and existing P.C.,'TN and be-
tween r; ;/I' net\\ urk so r d i tfcrent operators. 
6. Security issues ofVoiP: Security issues of 
Vol P must be considered since it is based on 
Internet technology. ~~1/m is exposed to the 
danger or cyber-att<Jcks such as distributed 
d~nial of services (that are not generally 
present in the PSTN ), susceptibility to SPA M 
(vvhich is :-,imilar to unwanted calls on the 
PSJN but would require different control 
n1echanisms). data and other vital informa-
tion accessibility by umvanted persons. etc. 
7. DifferentcoststmctureofVolP: f-(J/Pcould 
develop different cost structure depending 
on ditlerent business models from legacy 
telephone system. The charging structure 
and method is the major concern of opera-
tors and service providers as are the rules 
for settlement between operarors. 
8. Quality of set·'Vice provided: As service 
providers offer a wide-range of services with 
varying bandwidth and network technology. 
Quality ofServices (QoS) also varies among 
service provider':>. However. there is no 
common understanding Cor quality orVoiP 
services. no standard accepted method for 
ensuring QoS bet\\ een operators and neither 
objective evaluation criteria nor reliable 
reporting mechanisms. 
The Threat Posed on Traditional 
PSTN Service Providers Due 
to Emergence of VoiP because 
Voice Revenues are Still the 
Main Source of Income for These 
Traditional Network Providers 
VoiP providers are obviously umYelcome com-
petitors f()r traditional wireline service providers. 
Competitive threats usually come in two flavors. 
naml'ly nc\v licenses and Innovation. Markets 
-
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normally favour transformation that follows 
Schumpeter"s creative destruction theory as it 
yields either lower prices or higher runctionality. 
However some co1i1panies like Neotel and Cell C 
have made good ground in South Africa through 
th~ Government bequeathed licensed route. adopt~ 
ing the same circuit switched technologies of the 
other industry incumbents. The prob.lem here is· 
that large scale investment is required to leverage 
the license and deliver a return. which can only he 
achieved quickly by way of continued high prices. 
The feature of VofP that has attracted the most 
attention.is its cost-saving potential. By moving 
away from the public switched telephone net-. 
works. long distmice phone calls become very 
inexpensive. Instead of being processed across 
conventional commercial telecommunications 
line configurations. voice traffic travels on tht: 
Internet or over private data net\vork lines. 
Vo!P is also cost effective because all of an 
organization's electronic traftic (phone and data) 
is condensed onto one physical network. bypac;s-
ing the need for separate PBX tie lines. A I though 
there is a significant initial start-up cost to such an 
enterprise. sig!'1ificant net savings can result from 
managing only one network and not needing to 
sustain a legacy telephony system in an increas-
ingly digital/data centred world. A I so. the net\vork 
administrator's burden may be lessened as the)' 
can now focus on a single network. There is no 
longer a need for several teams to manage a data 
network and another to manage a voice network. 
The FCC is constantly being petitioned by the 
telecom industry to treat Vofl' as standard tele-
phony. yet to this point it ha~ largely resisted. Vol P 
providers face resistance from traditional telecom 
companies on niany fronts. For example VoiP 
providers Vonage. theglobe.com and Voiceglo 
holdings have been sued in a patent infringement. 
lawsuit by Sprint/Nextel (TaskForce, 2D06). These 
agitations are basically because VoiP providers 
are providing thL' same service at much lower 
costs. Hence customers are making the choice 
of using T'LJ/J> calls rather than subscribing to the 
Traditional call service providers. This is causing 
their revenue base to drop and they are trying to 
put prc~surc on FCC to issue licences to VoJP 
service pr,widers also. 
The threat posed by VoiP to tht: traditional voice 
telephony was demonstrated in America when a 
company called Vonage rolled out a National VoiP 
service which made the traditional carriers to look 
like potential dinosaurs. The big carriers initially 
saw VofP as a nuisance used by small companies 
to make cheap international calls. They are nm\ all 
scrambling to change their networks to conform 
to VoiP in a fundamental shift that will change 
the entire communication industry in America. 
A similar trend occurred in Nigeria. when as 
a result of the deployment of Vol!' tedmolo:;,ry· in 
cyber cafes. the Nigerian telecommunications 
Company (NITEI.) was forced to review its 
international tariff when it \Yas faced with stiff 
competition from tht:se cafes '' ho offered Vol P 
calls at fractions of the murderous rates NlTEL 
charged Nigerians. Cyber cafes \Vere charging less 
than N50/min when NlTEL was charging N 120/ 
min in the year 2000. The death ofNfTEL is not 
trilccable to GSM compa1iies alone. but due to 
a rcc'hnolu,f.!.l' called Il!lf'. Many traditional call 
service providers have however upgraded their 
systems so that they too can otTer Vol P calls. 
This is to enable them retain their customers and 
revenue base. 
From the consumer's [Klint of vicvv. VolP is 
that system that enahlcs you to make calls almost 
free to any,vhert: in the world. This was lirst 
available to the masses in Nigeria only through 
cyber cares. In large companie::. where there i~ 
broad band access. VoiP is also available as it 
rides on the broadband network. Companies with 
large branch networks also implement Vo!P to 
allow them make free calls within their netv;ork. 
Calling card operators use VoiP to allow users 
makt' mostly international calls with any phones. 
whil~ incuning an addition local charge on the 
phone used. Today there are Wit! handsets in the 
market as \\ell as equipment vendors ready lo 
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push intemet telephony. Now you can Lb<: yuur 
Wil'i phone to dial another Win phone separated 
by thousands of kilometers. for zero fees. All you 
need is the existence ofinternet connect ion at both 
ends. The Private telephone Operators (PTOsl 
on their own can also implement VoiP to enable 
subscribers on theirnetwcirk to make international 
and trunk calls at reasonable prices. though more 
expensive than what obtains in the cybercares. So. 
whoever is using T(;!P, ()lie common 1:-Ktor is that 
~ ·, . 
the consumers make calls at substantially reduced 
rates. Customers can niake.over 70% savings due 
to calls using.Vn!P, hence tliey preferred it above 
PSTNbased services w·hich makes the traditional 
telephony service providers feel threatened. 
1t is however necessary to state clearly that the 
cost advantage ofVn/P over GSA/ ted111ofog)· par-
tially depends on the present nonexistence of strict 
regulation of VoiP by the. government vvhereas 
traditional voice telephony service providers are 
being regulated. In Nigeria today. for example. 
there is presently no regulation on VoiP cal.ls. 
A I so if the GSl\1 Technology based c,ommunica-
tion service providers are runher deregulated. the. 
cost advantage of f.'(J[f' over (POTS) and GSM 
technn/ogv may disapp'ear. 
Security Issues of VoiP 
VOTP a cheap and readily deployable voice ser-
vices has come with a massive price tag on securit) 
and privacy. Security administrators might be 
tempted to assume that because digitized voice 
travels in packets, they can simply connect VolP 
components into theit· ·already secured networks 
and still have a very stable and secure voice 
network. This is however not true because exisl-
ing firewalls cannot ef!iciently handlt: new VoiP 
protoco Is such as the session in it iol JWotoi.:o/ r.\'1 !'! 
and a wide range of vendor proprietary protocols. 
This is because they rely .on dynamic port ranges 
and do not support ket~vork Address Translation 
(NAT) very well. 
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Some :wwn 1i rewalls l such as Session Border 
Controls. nr SBCs) address most orthese problems, 
hut most fircwalls. Intrusion Detection Systems 
(! DS). lntru:'lion Prevention Systems (IPS) and 
similar security devices rely on deep packet in-
spection techniques. These techniques introduce 
delay and jitter ro the VolP packet stream:'>. thus 
impacting mcrall Qualit_y· of Service (QoS). In 
V,1!P. th.e ma:--.in:um packet delay is set to 150 ms 
(ami <:ven hi ghcr in some cases). but the multi-
layer nature ui' security infrastructure could add 
.signili(:a11l delays and jitter that would make till' 
Vol P services unusable (Blum. 2006 ). Therefore. 
network administrators only implement these 
common security techniques to VoiP networks 
sporadically lu avoid QoS issues. but this hap-
h:vard implemematibn has lett Vo!P vulnerable to 
'traditional net" ork threats. Some of these threats 
as they apply to VoiP are listed helow. 
Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks 
Service availability attacks arc viewed as the 
most harmful ln VoiP due to its direct impact 
to cu::.tomers. resulting in los::. of revenue and 
pro lit. system dll\'vntirne and loss of productivity. 
They are espt."Cially destructive to services such 
as E-9.11 (Emergence Response Service 911 on 
Vol P), \Vhcre disruption could lead to catastrophic 
damages. 
r .<Heney turns traditional security measure~ 
into doublc-l'dged swords for Vol P ( Bhan. 2006). 
·As dic;cu:,sed above. traditional security measures 
such as encryption and firewall can protect VoJP 
networks. but they also introduce significant 
delay. Latency isn't just a QoS issue but also a 
se-:t1rity issue because it increases the system's 
susceptihility to t:knial-of-service (DoS) attacks. 
lin like Jata networks. where partial DoS at-
tacks would only cause loss of bandwidth and 
·thus slo\v down network rraffic, delaying voice 
PilCkets in a !()fl' network for only a fraction of 
· ... a ~;I:cK:md \\Oitld cause them to become unintel-
lig:ihle al the ck,;tination and render the service 
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unusable. The necessary impediment is even less 
wheri latency-producing security devit~·s are 
. ' 
slowing down traffic. 
Another problem that makes f-(;JP. extremely. 
susceptible to DoS attacks is packet loss dut .. mg 
tre(nsmissinn. Given VoiP's real-time natlll'e. Ebt::~K 
is never stored in a Vol P scenario. so any packet 
loss cannot be retransmitted like ordinary dat<l 
net\vorks. Fortunatdy; since the packets in vo.ice 
networks are smalf (generally ten to 50 bytes ).loss 
of a single packer would hardly aiTect the voice 
transmission. However, in most traditional IP 
networks, buffered.transmission generally i·esults 
in the los::, of all packets being deli\t:reJ at the 
same time. ··Packet losses as low as one percent 
can make a call unintelligible. depending on the 
compression scheme used. A five-percent Joss is. 
catastrophic, no matter how good the codec (B han: 
2006). Therefore, computer worms could easily 
target VoiP networks since the loss of bandwidth 
could potentially knock out the tietwork, th<High 
it might not disrupt conwntional [p network:-;. 
The need for gate\vays for the interaction be-
t\·Veen VoiPnet\vorks and the traditional PSTNs 
has also created soft spots for new attacks. These 
attacks may be aimed at either network and can 
include Destinaii'on Unavailable (DUNA l or 
Signaling Congestion (SCON) attacks. 
Eavesdropping 
For the conventional telephones. eavesdroppin~ 
requires thata line be tapped or a switch be pen-. 
etrated. Physical access to the PSTN telephone 
cable also makes. e.avesdropping harder and more 
detectable. Furthermore. proprietary pmlucul.i· 
and special izecl software make the prlKess very 
diflicult. This i;; nut the same ror VoiP and II' 
networks. The convergent nature of' the VoiP and 
IP services, witl-i VoiP and data often transmitted 
through the same)ogical network gives attackers 
convenient and secure access for eavesdrop-·. 
ping. Standardized protocols. along with readily 
available tools to monitor and contn_)l network 
packetc. make thi<. process almost trivial. Man) 
good qua!ity open source packages are avail-
able f'ur such munitoring. including both SIP 
and !I 373 plug-in~ for packet sniffers such as 
Lthc·t cal a11:ilyzer. \ioicc Over !'v1 i~configurcd 
lntc'r:k'! i'c'kphones (VOMIT) a publicly avail-
able uti I it) can convert standard tcpdum p format 
n~t:s into .wav tiles that any· computer can play. 
Other utiliti•:s like Tcpdump, available for both 
Linu'..: and Windows. make T-IJ!l' eavesdropping 
accessible t(l anyone with a PC and internet. The 
:-;oliyyiln~ di:;tributions (generally available for 
do\\nload via tht> provider's \Vebsi.te) for VoiP 
-,u·\ icc'.' <lis•.' increase the potential for eavesdrop-
ping. i\ teclmical hacker can modi1}' the solhvare 
update and hust i1 for download via a rogue server 
( Bhan, 2006 ). Using familiar transmission control 
protocol (TCP) attacks such as Address Resolu-
tion Protocol (ARP) cachepoisoning techniques 
(changing the MAC address associated with a 
panicular If' :1Jdressl to substitute a rogue server 
l'vr the' U.ltTed one. the attacker can cau~e users to 
dtlwnload th·: hacked software. Another attack that 
is easierio. to set up a rogue server with modified 
contiguration tiles containing the IP addresses of 
call m;1nagers. The calls of the victims are then 
routed through the attacker's call manager. thu~ 
providing eavesdropping and traffic analysis op-
porrunitieK~ to the hacker. 
The increasing usc of YoiP services in the 
Critical! nfrastructures (Cl} sector has also made 
ea\ esclropping a critical issue. Conticlentiality of 
conv.:rsaliuns is required for many Cl services. 
1-i,//' Cdll open the doors for eavesdropping or 
-;n:!Ti 1 1g 011 both media and signalling traffic. Cur-
relit '.., d P deployments provide very !Cw protec-
tiPil'· rr-<1111 c:dvesdroppingand sniffing. especial!' 
Jgdw·i ebilk~ intruders (Bhan. 2006). 
ppoofin~Kl 
ldcmi'ly m<wagemcnt is extremely complicated in 
the \'ol P '·Cc'lldl'io because it is not necessary to 
h:t\ L' n ph\ ~ical device attached to a VoTP num-
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ber. This issue is further complicated by the use 
of Universal Reference Identification (llRI l by 
some providers for nscr identification. The \\ ay 
to distribute the identification informJtinn thai i.-. 
I inked together to different parties i~ another chal-
lenge for deploying VolP. The lack of standards 
makes VoiP extremely susceptible to spoofing· . 
attacks. For example. tl.le attackers can spnofthe 
IP addresses as well as caller identification to 
deceive the cal lee in a f(JTP session. 
Anotherknownspoofingvulnerability in hJ!!' 
is the ability to spuofthe caller's identifi(<ltiun 
information that gets displayed to thecal lee. Using 
a SIP I 0 enabled VoTP hardware such as the Cisco 
ATA 186 Analog Telephone Adaptor. the attacker 
only needs tocalltlpa reguh1r phone lim:. place the 
caller on hold and tlash over to a dial tone using 
the three-way call. feature. and then call a second 
party forth is to \vork. The caller's ID information 
that tends to show up is the first called pany·:-; 
telephone number with either their name listedor 
''unknown name" showing on a conventional caller 
10-enabled tdephone (Shan, 2006 ). This attack is· 
extremely dangerous, ~~pecially in corporations 
and the cr sector whet'e it could be used to break 
into voice mail accounts or for Private Brarich 
eXchange (PBX) exploitations vvith the aim of 
gathering proprietary information. ltalso allows 
the attacker to use social engineering to commit 
telephone and toll frauds. 
Theft of Service 
In the Edwin Pena and Robert Moore hJ!T' fraud. 
the accused criminals secretly routed more than 
ten mill ion cal b through unsuspecting com panic~ 
while selling telephony service cheap to customers. 
blatantly exposing the immaturity of Vo/J' security. 
By using dummy se·rvers to conduct millions o( 
scans for vulnerabilities 'oi1 computer networks. 
Pena orchestrated a ·'br:ute force'' attack to identi 1\ 
the prefixes needed to gain access to!·(;!!) net\.vtirk. 
The attack could have also 11ecn used to CPilduct 
toll ti'auds by setting up a calling company in a 
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dcw1Ppi!1!} country with calling rates as high as 
$5 ;1 milluk. tl1et1 placing calls to it using hacked 
I;,/!· nd \\, 'd' ~I D~D us~q accounts. The unsuspecting 
tr'·-''' ;md ,·,,mp:mics would be left 1vith the bill 
·\\hi!_[;:.: .!l!<ic\''·'r enjoyed pure profits. 
Securi1y \ ulncrabi I ities oft he user·s software 
could alsn k· targt'ls for attacksby hackers. Sniff-
. ing user accounts and passwords would again 
give dllackers ·IPt:ans of abusing Vo!P networks 
i'(lr profiudr!t: li<1UdS such as identity theft. long 
di-;1<\IJCC. or ltlll frauds. The clear trend, though. 
sl101\ c, th;\1 h;n;k 1 ilt>-the Vol P segment can be quite 
·pro l i table_ :111d companies should expect more at~ 
tacks. Be:>id..:·:, c:lllsing financial damages to the 
. ui1suspect ingpa1tie" .. theft ofservice also severely 
impacts the availability of a system and the {loS 
of ld !' s-:1·vicc. 
Sparn over Internet Telephony (SPIT) 
A nalogou.c. tn the cmai I spam p1\1blem in data 
networks. SL'Cllrity analysts have envisioned a 
majm attack of voice and video messages in r;J!!' 
.l1L'l\\orks. hen though mass advertising attacks 
have bl'cnlaullt:h:d by advertising agencies on the 
nc·:~ular fl.'<TX network. the complexity and costs 
Dl dtlillf!';n <trc prohibitive for mass harassment. 
!lo\.\ ever_ SPIT becomes a major issue without 
lr~1ditiu1l:ti teleplltlny line:-,.Thc access to millions 
. ofimemcl phones and traditional PSTNphones via 
.llic internet at e\tremely low costs is a resource 
. just waitin"' to l>~· abused by attackers once pen-
clratinn PrVuiP \CI'Vices have gained significant 
IWlm·..:ntUH; Sl'll po~c~" potentially critical threat 
to /of/' ·D~Dfsi>K:lD> a~ millions of UnWanted VOiCe 
mc'.<ll:'<> :c:.t' ;J;i\·crti:c,crnems) could overwhelm 
i.:ustomns. \lrh,•ugil this attack seems extremely 
~imilar to email 'pamming attacks, and there arc 
ad\ :meed ~olutinns such as blacklists and quaran-
i ir'c'·, Jcwloped to com bat cmai I spam. applying 
thhe teclmnlcigies to /IJ!!' networks would be 
''"-li·c:lid:, k:rd given ib real-time nature and dif-
!~:K•/ty ,.: ,kciph.:ring. the content of the message. 
-
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SPIT attacks tliat tm'get the PST!Vs ti·om the VolP 
networks would almosl be impossible to block 
There are also concerns of \C\sion hijadtng 
in VoiP. v\hereh} a11 attacker \IOllld 11L' :1bk tn 
capture a video conference channel and tmn~1n it 
advet1isem€;nts instead. Similar attacks wouldalso 
be possible on ~oice conversations which CO\.lld 
be hijacked for impersonation or broadcasting 
mass messages. 
Quality of Service (QoS) Provided 
For several countries. the provision ofinforrnatinn 
on quality ofsei-vice information is at the di:-,ere-
tion ofindividual·T,'olPproviders(Czech Republic. 
Ireland, S\vitzerland. tswnia. Denmark, Spain 
and Norv.iay)(European Regulators Group. 2006). 
However. a number of other countric::- (H ungar:. 
Slovenia. Bulgai·ia. Sweden. c~ prus. EiiDEfll<ll"l~·K 
Italy.A us tria, Malta and Lithuania) do requin: that 
all or particular VolP service providers provide. 
QoS information (ERG, 2006). 
Where inform·ation is required, the qualit:y 
of service parameters vary widely. They lndudc 
transmission delays: packet lo::;se:--, supply time~K 
lault rates. fault rep<lir times, billing compl:tilll.·'· 
complaint resolution times. the guarantecJ lL'\ l'l 
of quality and the elate when the service shall be 
commenced. Hungary and Cyprus have devel-
oped specific QoS parameters for VolP service',. 
(ERG, 2006). 
In Spai·n and Ireland, VoiP providers must 
inform their customers about the manner in 
which a VoiP service may differ from 1radition;tl 
telephone services and any other restriction \1 hik 
the UK has consul ted on this type t) f req u i rem en\ 
(Okabe, 2006). In many countries this infornw-. 
tion is made avai I able ill the subscribei· agreement 
for the pt:ovision ofthe service. However. st1m~· 
countries do require s·pecific modes and regula city 
of publication. 
In theory. VlllP can provide redu~·ed hand-
width use and quality superior to its preclece-K;~IorI 
the conventional PSTN. That is. the use ()f htg.h 
-
hand\\ idth media common to data communica-
tion~K combined with the high quality ofcligitiz~d 
\ .. ,i,.c m;d;c I ;J![> a tlcxiblc alternative for speech 
tr.m:;m i~yio11K In pt·actice, how~verI the situation is 
nwrc Cdl1l pl1cated. Routing all of an organization\ 
trd! l'ic OV(:r a single network causes congestion 
:111d ,ending this traftic over the lnrernet can 
(a usc. a .<ignificant delay in the delivery of speech. 
Abo. bandwidth usage is related to digitization 
ufvnicc hy codec:>. circuits or software processes 
tll;H ct>d~K;D and decode data for transmission. That 
io. prnducill)!, greater bandwidth savings may 
-.inw dl>\\ n encoding and transmission processes. 
Speed and voice quality improvements are b~ing 
made as Vol P ne~works and phones are deployed 
in greater numbers. and many organizations that 
have r"'·ccntly sv,itched to a VoiP scheme have 
not iced no significant degradation in speed or 
qu;dtt\ (!(ulttl. 2()05). 
Solutions and Recommendations 
Today ·s enterprise administrators face a multitude 
pf\'pJ P management challenges. These challeng~s 
i>e,'ir: . .., ho.:n llrst preparing for Vo!P implementa-
''''1· .. · 'l't:;;:tc thro1tghout VoiP deployment. and 
i'L'r·_: .; ;1; \'<dl' tratlic traverses across complex, 
hc'kt t>·D~Dlh:lefp nt'l\\.ork links. Some solllliuns 
~111yKl 'ccomntendations needed to combat the:,.c 
pmb:~·;;II an: outlined in this section. 
I. \ nl i) '>lh1ulcl be regulated under the existing 
tI_·:~u!atory regime. 
\'"l!' KIl;<K~uld be regul<ned under the existing 
:<_'!::.Iii._' u:·: rcgi me. The regulators should however 
~1yll!Dl .• tt:'-·hnologically neutral approach to l'{)fP 
~DDDDIguigtnn and they should take a light handed 
n:gu!;dury approach, to the extent that this is 
po:;c.i!J!.: Thi:; will be weighed against the need 
ltl prnlcct ·consumers as \\ell as the interests of 
!i<.,:n,.:,:s. Ti1us rules created f"or PS'TN may not 
ill' i!('plicd to some VoiP providers or service~K 
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, 
..... VoJP providers should be categorized into 
t\\·O broad catc~oriesK 
Vol P providers should be categorized i rllo 11-vo 
broad categories, namely: 
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a Facilities based providers who under 
thecurremsystem would be individual. 
licensees entitled to own. maintain and 
operate a tde'c'omm unicat ions network 
TiJfT' providers. who 011 n. operate ui 
m<;lintain a traditional !'.)'T;\' should bt: 
required to meet the same standard' in 
the provision of f~F/m as are imposed 
on. them as PS77v providers. qhcs~: 
operators inay be subject to reqLtire-
ments of univet'sal service. and mu:;t 
provide access to emergency numbers 
and director) enquiry servicc~Klntermo 
of numbering VoiP providers within 
the PSTN category \\ill be facilitated 
under a numbering plan simi larto thal 
b. 
·provided toPS TN operators. This cat~ 
egory ofVoJP service providers should· 
be regulatedin the same manner as the 
traditional PSTN voice c.ervice. The) 
should not he made to obtain nel\ 
licences for the Vo!P services which 
they provide (Chen. 2002). 
Service based providers vvho lease 
nenvork elements from locally licensed 
.· networkoperators/individuallicensees. 
to resell services, These service based: 
class licence /.'!>ff' provickrs should be 
regulated via means llLinew. VoJP/Il' 
Telephony <.:lass li<.:ence !Christiana. 
I 999 ). This is necessary so as to pro teet 
the interests of consumers. promote fair 
competiti~ti in the market, co~pcnsatlI: 
traditionall'S7JV or netw(u·k operator~K · 
fairly for the vse of their network. and 
to ensure that a! I persons or entitie-. 
providing telenlll11llllnication~ service.'-
to the public <1re properly licensed. 
Sei·vice bas~d Vo!P providers should 
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be lrc,ned as customers of incumbent 
I':) T"-; uperators required to neg.ot iate 
Ci'll'lli 1ercial agreements to provide scr-
\ gcI·~K However. agreements between 
'·'-Tvices based Vo!P providers should 
be ~ubject to regulatory review and 
cipproval by the regulatory body. 
\ ,·. ld pKe~:Dr ;-,ocial networh:s should not be 
~~· ~·lIcl1K~dK 
· ~·K: ( ,, lyD~:Drnngcnl should forebear from regu-
u;:,_ fD~·D! t(l pl·er social networks and internet 
klcphnny s('I"Vice:s (i.e. these services should 
. h·~ ut;:·.:gHI:ited.J No.rules should be developed 
to rc>.:uht.:· !P !nIP calls in the short to medium 
1c'l'Jti r!L!L llJlilJ! 
( "DDDD="~if1hical numbers should be provided 
\\ 11!wut discrimination. 
\'oJ i.' fl!<IViders should be provided with geo-
!P';pliicai numbers without discrimination. The 
aiinc.tli;lll .d.the:-.e numbers should be facilitated 
h. '<1•: r•,'.c' ':I ,:tor ~fp opposed to incumbent network 
• '; ,., ::kc•. I 1. D·D~:!so recommended that no obliga-
llu•r·. 1':' .IJlllllbcr portability be imposed at this 
1iJ':( 011 ,·itiKr category of h;!P provider since 
·ll!i: h ·.-hlhllogy is still being develuped. 
V1 d I' ,ervin: proyiders should provide access 
\(1 Clii(T)2\'llC_\ services to customers. 
\',liP \C \ 1ce l'n.1v iders should provide access to 
;, -'r; ...•. 'll·,.\ ·;ervices to customers. This provision 
· .; _, ~_-cK;:-I I• 1 ('Jllcrgency services should however 
\•.· J1 • ..:r..:ti,,r:ar) for sen ice type VoiP providers 
;,; tiH-:.;;hnrl term. Hence both categories ot'/,'IJ!P 
,,,. ,, r~!CD ,lwuld be required to provide clear in-
·.• , '!:.:·:tion lt' cu~tomcrs about the limitations of 
·.·, ;;' I:CfygcDt~D·thalthey prm·ide in the event of 
.<11 II~·I·uIqCfgK:c:oK (e.g the t'ailurc of the broad-
' ; ,j ,.·,u1·n:.:ction or power outages). 
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6. No new or extra quality of service '>tancL:r, -
should be imposed over and above exic.tin;• 
standards illrcady required or individu~y; 
I icensees and resellers in existing legislall< >~ 1 
in force. 
In keeping with the policy of technological 
neutrality VoiP operators in the s<ime catcg,o1·\ ,., . 
PSTN operators should adhere to the :,tailcJ.ud., 
required of PSTN operators. However. a" tu/i: 
is a developing technohJRY and a VoiP telephony 
market maytake time to develop, the regl'Ihltory 
body shdu!d continue to observe developmems. 
and to make appropriate recommendations \\hen: 
necessat'y. Efforts should be made by the Govcn :-
ment. VolPService providers. resc~nch lnstituk,·. 
etc to develop the technology on which Vol I',., 
based so that QoS can be improved. 
7. Facilities based/individual licensees slhllild 
be required to provide direcwry enquiry· 
senrices for subscribers of other I icen~e~KK·s 
In keeping with the objectives oftaking a· •gl ·t 
handed regulatory appr~lachK anJ beuring in1nind 
the need to preserve th~ principle oftechnolo:?il':i! 
neutrality, existing directory requirements should 
be applied to facilities based operators or illdi-
viduallicensees only. This is reasonable bt'nus•: 
the provision of Vo!P services by a traditiu11dl 
PSTN operator represents only a new technolng:-. 
to provide a service essentiall) similar t(l tntdi-
tional voice service. individual licensees sh,Ju!J 
not distinguish bet\.veen VoiPcustomers and nther 
customers on the existing PSTN in this area. 
8. VoiP providers should work clost:ly 1vith · 
law-enforcement agencies where reque:qed. 
T-(J!J' providers <;hould be fi:\ed 1vith a gc11Cr:d 
obligation to work closely with law enfort,:l'llleJJl 
agencies.where requested. This is in the inkr~Dp! 
-
.,: •u:i,•n<d -K~·curity and/or public safety. to allmv 
"' t'J!forcentent to intercept communications. 
') .. \arne ~ecurity ICT laws should apply to 
VoiP. 
The adtlption of any specific rules on security 
1 \\.'1 P "-Cn ices at this time is not necessary as 
. :·;,'lc' "' e :!I ready ICT security laws that deal with 
\..:;·\ice providers who offer publicly avail-
;l:Jk Ullllmunication servic~s over the interne1 
,;Fluid inform subscribers of the measures that 
cJn be t~1ken to protect the security of their com-
munications. 
! !J. I Kyi~tin::: ruk~ Oil privacy protection ar•-
plicahle to all existing licensees should he 
c\temkd to Vol P providers. 
( •encral requirements on pruvid~rs to supply 
li1cir service in a manner that protects rhe privacy 
or pcr>;lFtl~ as well as an obligation to obtain the 
CyfllDl"KI~ acknowledgement from the customer 
if1e1i 11-_· umkrstands the service limitatillllS with 
; ,h pc·u 1o privacy. should apply in the case of 
·,:_;,·h provider:;. 
l I. The·re should be JntlSSive investment to 
Lkvclop VoiP technology. 
.'\I! '>lake holders (Governments. research in-
>~ilukKDK print~KK· and puhlic compani.::-- etc) in the 
( ... ;Jiillllll1icill io!l.\ Industry should invest in research 
<llll1Cd ill providing scientific and pragmatic so!u-
tir.,ns ltl ~Eg/lD challenges so that the technology 
em ht' improved considerable to the extent that 
1 fe~ cld lenges presently being faced by those who 
1\illlll<l deploy the technology will be overcome. 
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
The rise of Vo!P techJ:wlo,r.,_'1· presents a number Pi 
security and management challenges. Vol Pis sti I! 
in its infancy, hence there are no standanJ soluriim, 
for addressing these ch<~llengesK These challenge·.· 
demand ne\\ conceptual and pr;lg_lll~llic sulutit)ll 
from researchers in government. Hc<u.icmic. ;m •. : 
private organizations,. 
The lst lEEE workshop on VofP Manage-
ment and Security of 2006 was one of the most 
important Workshops on VolP feclznnlngies. 
Private companies and major university research 
centres were brought together with the objcctivc· 
of creating the first collaborative re~earch visioL 
on the management of Vol P and the security t>! 
related infrastructures. The .result of the workshop 
was an exploratory foi·um with researchers .li·t)P' 
all over the world proposing new solutions and. 
alternatives to improve VofP security. Some o!" 
the major developments and the most innovativ,· 
proposals of this workshop along \\ilh the tl'ch· · 
nological problems thar inspired those propo:-,al·. 
are (Bhan, 2006) givei1_below. 
Locating Users in a Secure and 
Reliable Way: PrQposed by Lei Kong, 
Vijay Arvitid Balasubramaniyan 
and Mustaque Ahamad 
They proposed a new lightweight schemt: to; 
securely and reliably locating SIP users. These 
researchcrsare part of the Georgia Tech Collegt' 
of Computing and claim that one of the most 
important problems facing l'rJ/P is locating. thl· 
communicating parties\ ia rheinlt!rnet in a secure 
and reliable way. 
Many companies are exploring a variety or· 
security mechanisms and different alg6rithn1s thai 
includetheuseofSIP. The authors claim that lhc:s(· 
algorithms are weaka1id expensive to deployIK~tnd 
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',; p:•··r."·:d c1 new. alternate scheme to protect 
>iL' i;I:I·~·:i:·I ul".\'/l'contact addresses. They abo 
: '";, •lUi>llh,tt thi-s wuuld achieve a high availabi I ity 
'" .'<!!' :c:r1 iu::-; through replication. For this to 
'';":i' i: h tlcu·ssaJ} to have an end user public 
·1 !.·.,': !•t.ttcd through the scheme that can also 
: •· :,! :, -I ,'!!d-l•.l-cncl user authentication and for 
,·-.Y·il · .. _'\ t!\changc (Bhan, 2006). 
~ i;,_: .::,li<>rs also proposed that SIP phones 
, . · :),·;· ._:tl)il hnthering the registrar services and 
,;;, .: ."L·,c:t •l\Vn u•ntact address bindings on behalf 
':i ,;,, !r LhtT'. This \\ay, the integrity ofthe caller 
': ;, \ t '( cal kc can be verified through the simple 
'·' · c; ;'u:·>iic keys. and this would also reduce 
1 •·' .. , <lrk/,,:id uti the registrars. It is important to 
, __ 1:1: .;\ :.h:rt the ~tuthors are not proposing the usc 
,,( ,Trd-thcr certilicates but instead a change in 
!h<: S{l' <JrciJi :eel urc itsclflo distribute user public 
key~ mhan, 2006). 
TilL' cU!llmr:-; made an important assumption 
:i:.:t ,.,,cJ!,J 1.1e :1 \\L'akness in their proposal, \Vhich 
;. !i:.11 ;tl! invohL·d SIP servers have certificates 
·· •.:,·d by:; wdl known public authority. Moreover. 
:_.,,,., ,d,.,, ;:>':.llllllc that the Glller and the callee 
rtu :. ,•,t,:lt ,,!her enough to correctly establish the 
,·,:pi.l.;t :.; identity and address bindings for their 
•:'·.'· 11 dom<1in::;, which does not have to be the case 
.:: 1.\l .. : titw: A ftc-raiL not all the numbers dialled 
i.1 •::; tclq•!eDfhK:~ arc ""Secure" numbers or arc 
,,,: .. ,.,,_.d t(' .. secure .. entities. 
'''c'\ iDril~<K:lc:K~"- the author':. reported that they 
~K;tn pro\l .. 'ct Sl Jl contact addresses through user 
:K:~~~ t<tl Ull'S. \\'hich ckarly avoid~ relying on pub! ic 
!;I~~ inti·<Efrunures through the chaining of trust 
K~: 11:. •ng SIP c·nti ties acros:.; the domains. The use of 
:. d···u·ihutcd public key scheme like the one they 
~1;IIpo•;c <.:Ltiild he lll. grenl help for the industry's 
<:1imt1~ \lli >L'Uirity, and \\hile their preliminary 
•:yjDD-rim~K·Kntal results look promising. the idea 
. ·.·• i'\irc:, 1111•rc ri·;~K·arch on the scalabi I i ty and per-
ii·tiliUlcc ,)r a VnlP system using their proposal. 
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Monitoring VoiP Networks: Propose{; 
by Toshiya Okabe, Tsutomu 
Kitamura, and Takayuki Shizuno 
who are Researchers for the. Syster..-, 
Platforms Research Laboratories 
o~ the NEC Corporation in Japan 
They proposed a t~thnique that aims tu m.aiiit. ,;; 
communication confidentiality in VOl Pm.'"l\\: ·t i~: 
One important corilponent of securing !I; I/' i-,. 
considerrng the ernergence 0 fi llljJersonali ng \ jj r-
lic. P2Ptraflic. and SPA 1\1 O\cr lmnnl'l l'ckpii<M, 
(SPIT), all of which adversely usc the ncl\I<Jri. 
resources to hl1rt consumers. CarriL'r n~:KDEy1 t d:, 
should provide a better service by idc'tlti ly in:: 
and separating the traflic without pecking int;; 
the conte1its of the data packets. 
To accomplis'h this goaL the autlwrs h:11•.: 
studied techniques lO identit)' illegal trnJfi-: 1rum 
limited information. This limited inf(mn;·tioti 
could include headers nr transmissitln palL':'):' 
in the packets. The. authors proposed a tLdii•.: 
identitication technique for a real-time applica-
tion that uses statistical information such <b lh•.' 
freqLiency of packet arrival. This tccht1iqt!c i; 
useful in· preventing impersonation att<ll.d·> h1 
identifying the traffic gl'ncrated by not only .' i·l'' 
packets but also video applicatiuns tkH :trc t.!lll: 
complex (Bhan, :2006 ). 
They focused on preventing illegal u:.:.: ul 
network resources by finding our the real timl· 
communication flow represented by Vol P. There 
are already several conventional tcchni<wc·; f<•r 
flow identification. 
The first one is the host behavinur apJ1r<>.ll'h 
which uses a technique that seeks to inl''c'l' .:i;t 
application that generates traffic by establi\'iin;• 
a relationship between a host and othcrs. and ·tl 
focuses on that relationship. The problem here i~ 
that it is rather difficult to maintain a high d~le•Kt i<.'ll 
accuracyiftwo or mot:e applications are rtmning 
on one h6st. This technique also requires'' l•ll ,.: 
, ';>.t ', i.LUI•n<ti power. which is not suitable for 
:1 • , ; .. '! '", H b (\Va Ish. :::005 ). 
. l t:. ·,•:n'tld one is the tratlic behaviour ap-
:,lw I ucIc~ till' behaviour ofthe net\\Ork 
:<• lp·:illl' an application generating that 
· .,,;. i itc:-< techniques have a variety ohveak-
-,_, ·, ·'· - :' 'd\ have stopped their implementation on 
- .J ·. ·,. 'ld\\'<ll'kS. 
._ 1 ~K·valuating the weaknesses of each ap-
' ·.r, '' 'be authors propose the use of a tlO\\ 
·· !·.T,, ,;\i<lll technique that is based on flmv-
, ... ~ :·~1~1y ~~1ur as sh{)\VIl in Figure 2. -rhe authors 
"i 11 .. :1 nwlti-step process. First. the received 
,:.:;k ,., Ji, tdcJ into tlows or different stream~ 
; I · ..Lt:: i\" the division is being made, a time 
·.'ail'i' 1"- !!,i\ en to each packet. The packet size 
i'. <il'.\1 ;ncasured and recorded. Next, the feature 
td ,_,,,. ilo\\ is extracted. Usually. this feature is 
··'":,c.·.icd itll<1rmation that is obtained from each 
tl, ·.'. '.\ ith• •ttl checking the payload ofeach packeL 
'·'·hiLl• •_•ive'. uscrs the confidence that their VolP 
\ ,,m;':nl.' i:. not '·listening" to what they are 
'<'yin!;' /\ t:'tcr that. the data obtained is verified 
a.c>at:hi l:sl<thlisht:•d reference patterns of illegal 
.. L<tH':,drupJ'i ng. ,. Next, there is verification pro-
,\.'' , i!it the reference pat! ern that is cyclical. This 
, "rt 1 ·:.: _, t j, >n t'rocess seeks to avoid false negatives. 
. '! ;II'. 1 n. \\ control is performed on the traffic 
.,_ iti: >i:.' p;lr<ltlleters established by the company. 
< lth: ol the most interesting features of this 
m~D~•ilDlDl i:, til<ll the author:o were able to launch a 
pn•t\>l)l'e tu monitor the flow of knov·m VoiP 
wo··;·:lillS. :::uch a~ Skype. c".'f!' softphone, and 
y·fin~: ;,,t\ hc'tmeeting. Moreover. they also 
'.'.'!c:·,i 1iw,r :1pp!ication with P2P programs like 
~~ ;~;:K:1 1'\ic 11 nK:~ults \Wre very promising. and the 
:nnhurc, hL·Ii:c"vCd that this technique can also be 
u~ed to t_:ra~p network trends and predict the 
degr:td;i1 i•m orthe communil·ufion quality in Vo/P 
!t<lli)r tHh;ttL :::006). 
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Figure :!. ProposedJlrnr identijic·ufion JWun·' 
(,)'o(I'U. J()(J(j) 
Feature· Extraction 
Reference Pattern Matching: 
J Flovv identification 
--£:1_ 
FloVv Control 
Intrusion Detection and Prevention 
on SIP: Proposed by a Team of 
Researchers from the University 
of Pis a in Italy and the Ecole 
d'lnglmieurs et de Gestion du 
Canton de. Vaud in Switzerland 
Their proposal is referred to as the first intrusi01: 
detection system t(w Vo!P by many stakeholder' 
in the Industry. For this team of researchers. anti 
for most of the· scientists iJ1 the workshop. 1 1·1 II· 
deployment is expected to grow. but with them 
intrusion problems similar to those found in datd 
networks will start appearing as well. The au!lwr· 
proposed to analyze the Vol P requirerneliL'' (,., 
intrusion detection and prevention sy~tlDllh ami 
offered a prototype implementation.· 
They showed the :working prototype of the Sf I' · . 
intrusion detection and prevention system impk-
tnented using the popular Snort softvvare. qhi~ 
scheme is not different than the one used in tTwnv 
regular corporate netvvorks f()r intrusion detection 
The authors believe that using Snort is an essl:ll-
tial part of their technique. These network-based 
techniques should be implemented in devices abk 
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... ·):· _.,., · 'i•c: :, liic to be analyzed. Therefore. 
· ,: ~·:<tK i•· 11,: · •' :1 .\I!' IIL'I\\ork is best suited to 
Jq>i.,·Jh'i1; :heir··: -;tem. \\ hich would nothingdse 
:_; ;•!'' , ,-.;!I'- "'- .1r:.- li rewa II ( Veeraraghavan. 200 I ). 
!n ~tddili~>n tu tiltcring. their prototype was 
,;:;,. \t1 ,j, iDn¥-u~·Kil legitimate from illegitimate 
:·,.,_, '"''l'· 1 he'- ~~:complish this feature by check-
.,· "• .. ·;;• .\nt.·-:ofthcmessage3gainsttheS/P 
.::: · i11 · •.. _KIIII:!~ 1<>1 di~~KqepanciesI by checking the 
··:r- ,,L_!i:d.,:.,"·' 1 i~K·ids for correct size and head-
.. .-; CJ'Id h1 1cri!1 ing 1he SIP state table. This is 
:. ;,;; kdJt:!: i mpmi..1nt ttl prL'Vcnt SPIT because this 
· Liw(k p1:1 i<li·lih <' rak limitation on the number 
,.; yIKIm~:;htions :· particu!Jr user can initiate in a 
ll~e:_IlK l:_·dmi~K:llcK-;K combined with a regular 
,,,:1\\"r!· "DDru··~<>it detel:linn :-;y~tem for SfJ>. are 
,:ui!t: :,·,o!uttt>ll.iry_ and tlte authors were able to 
L-·-1 t11c·ir l . KiiDi~D> -Iucce:I~fully using a brute force 
!'I' I ii.'J_·nt<li' Lull ried to sabotage their Vo!Pnetwork. 
Jl1:: i;npkmcJIW!illll of Snort in VoTP could be an 
i 1: l!l' lry~lnl ;tcp. ac2_ai ns\ future threats. 
ll(m cvn. a:, 1 lie authors arc quick to point out 
1' .·'!. ;),. ic' n i!! he t'rcnt chalknges with trying 
'·'' I:11;D:D~~~D·-·q:l thi-.; s: ~teny una network that could 
I ''- ,· ;tti!l: •II:' o! people trying to place a call at a 
; :-. <.'t< ll'tl>li'l<:l\l! eit~tnK 2006). 
I 'lip,·; 1\ c'lllt:ll i :-. nn these methods and new 
: H!lh•IJ:, P( l<1cl:!tng Vo!P issues are presently 
CONCLUSION 
; i1i:' c,it;q'ic'r pre<ntcd 1-IJ//' as a disntpliFe tech-
;:, tu c,SH r,'l'fmologl'. This chapter also dis-
' us';'-·d \·, lLti h;q!f ~<:ned to the P07Swhen the tiSM 
,,_,_ Di!;zoinK~~D · \\ ;h dcvdoped. Several issues, contro-
' ·. ·r: it''> :!It<.! pr. >h' ,:ms hntheri ng on deployment of 
\ .1ii' D;D;~K·~I- .•),,, -:!iscuss~K·dK Recommendations on 
>.1'• tJ,,. ,,.-.,:,> J;iisc'd can he solved were made 
-:d i 1.:1 1\·!Jicil tulwc· <md emerging research trends 
. r~·;:ttiny to I;.,ff' dcpl<')'lllCill were considered. 
-
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One thing that stands out in all uf the·,,:,:. -
CUSS ions is that J'(J]f' is the \\oU) of lhejlt/1fi', · 1t>!. 
communication. It may not have taken civcr U;•,· 
communit:ation -ltidnstry completely due tn·ril•' 
chailengesoutlined.above. It will ccrtaiilly hcL EFn:~ 
th~ accepted tcchnl ilugJ· for communicutioli it 1 I h,. 
near !'uture as SOlUtion;, \Viii be found !ktl \\:: 
make its ·deployment \cry a\tractivc <iiH! .,.,.. , .. 
when coni pared with ihe traditional mpf"<~:>-{: :; 
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 
Communication: The activity of conveying 
illc~min£1ful •nl"urmation \Vhidl requires a sender, 
:1: ill': .... 1,.,_. :PHI ani ntcndcd recipient. even though 
'i "-· rc·• ... ri (' r , nay not he present or aware of th,· 
_,·,:!r,icr·. illkil! \(l COilllllllllicate at the time Of 
l'll i i ! 1!1 d i I i C a I i 0 11. 
Disru ptivc Technology: A new technological 
innovaLion. product or service that eventually 
tl\Trturth the existing dominant technology or 
!)lllliLL:i in tile market. 
(,lohal System for Mobile Communications 
: < ;s\J _:: I he tnoo,t popular standard for mobile 
!·d;,;·tic· in the· world. 
ILH3: i\ n lntemational Telecommunication::; 
I. :ni~lll {Ill i l umbrella spcci'tication which detines 
a scri~·~ <;fpt'\·Jtocols for visual-audio communica-
·tion :-.l" •. :-.ion'; on any packet nctv,:ork. 
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Internet: The concentration ot the world·> 
public IP-based packet-switched netwo1:k. 
Internet Protocol (IP): The method "or proM 
tocol by which data is sent from one computer I< 
another on the TntcrneL 
Issues: Important problem:; or topic'. f(,rckh::k 
or discussion. 
POTS: Meaning plain old telephone systenl 
which was used for communication before tlw 
development of GSM technology. 
Public Swi.tched Telephone Networl. 
(PSTN): Is the aggregate of the world's public 
circuit-switched telephtme networks 
Quality of Service (QoS): Refers to the prob-
ability ofthe telecommunication network meetint' 
a specified traffic contract, or in many cases i:-
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:, ,,,.d in!(mnall: tu rdcr to the probability of a 
iD<~dKc:t :;ucceL'diJ :E in passing bel\veen two points 
in !hc'_nct\\tJrk ''!thin its desired latency period. 
lh·gu!atiun: .:\ rule or a directive made and 
-·•:!•'IC•c'd 1·:· :!11 :hilhurit) which if not complied 
pt·~sion Initiation Protocol (SIP): A protocol 
;p:d the prup(l:-;ed standard for hand! ing interactive 
,; : i.d i i 111'--'d i. 1 u~er .;essions through di fferentmedia, 
·itt,_·ludlllg Vufi'-
.Solution: The correct answer to a problem. 
\'uin ov('r Internet Protocol (VolP): The 
;KIIK_p;II~~ .>!- 'uicc c'OillllllllliL·ations over any kind 
••i uII:it~tlK liD-b~1:-Kcg ndwork instead of dedicated 
-_,,,,,-c' lrclll'llli":,ion lines. 
